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RPC Contracts is committed to innovative product development and manufacture. To help you obtain maximum enjoyment and long service from any RPC Contracts product, we would
be pleased to make you aware of the following: the evolution of new product design is continuous and information is subject to change without notice. Customers should check with the
supplier to ensure they have the latest details. All our products are manufactured to the appropriate British Standard where applicable. Where products (or intended usage) lie outside the
scope of a British (or draft European) Standard, RPC Contracts’ own standard will be employed. All products are supplied subject to RPC Contracts’ Conditions of Sale, as detailed on the
reverse of your quotation. Liability in respect of any statements, conditions, warranties and representations made on behalf of the Company is limited in accordance with the terms set out
in the Conditions of Sale.

Rocwall
Rocwall comprises precast interlocking reinforced concrete panels faced with natural
stone. Rocwall facilitates the rapid construction of both retaining and free standing walls in
a fraction of the time required for traditional methods of wall construction with
consequential savings in costs.
The ability to choose the size, type and finish of natural stone facing provides exceptional
freedom in design of the finished appearance, enabling a distinctive finish to be created for
every project, as well as allowing the specifier to meet local planning requirements and to
select a finish which will blend in with the local environment. Hand setting of the stone
facing during manufacture provides an attractive random appearance adding to the
aesthetic appeal of every installation.

Design
The Rocwall system comprises standard panels of steel reinforced precast concrete faced
with natural stone (either one side or both), and can be provided with either an exposed
aggregate or textured finish.
The availability of parapet units, planters and other complimentary products ensures that
Rocwall can be applied to a wide range of situations.
Parapet units designed to compliment the standard panels are manufactured from the
same materials with natural stone applied to both faces. Matching coping units can also be
provided.
Each unit is tongued and grooved to ensure positive location with adjoining units. A
strong durable construction is acquired without the need for steel straps or bonding
compounds between units.
It should be noted that the joints between panels are not designed specifically to provide
for the drainage of water as this is more effectively dealt with by the provision of a land
drain at the rear of the wall and backfilling retaining walls with free draining stone. Where
specifically required, Rocwall panels can be provided with weep holes.

Purpose designed units
manufactured to Clients
specification together with
a variety of complimentary
products can be supplied.

The ability to choose the size, type and finish
of natural stone facing, provides exceptional
freedom in design of the finished appearance

Technical Information
RPC Contracts experience and
knowledge of retaining wall
systems is applied to a free
advisory service to Rocwall
customers. Analysing customer
requirements and site
conditions, we are able to
provide detailed proposals for
Rocwall construction on a site
specific basis.
Dimensional tolerances for
Rocwall units are based on the
guidance given in BS EN 1992
-1- 1: 2004.
Any special requirements
concerning dimensions should
be made known by the Engineer
at the pre-contract stage and
accompanied by drawings, as
recommended in Clause 6.2.8.3.
Rocwall retaining wall units are
designed in accordance with BS
EN 1997 - 1: 2004 - code of
practice for earth retaining
structures. Standard units are
designed to retain material with
an assumed unit weight up to
18kN/m3 with an internal angle of
friction of > 35° with retained
material level with or below the
top of the wall units.

Rocwall Face Finish
A variety of different face finishes is available
for Rocwall upon individual request

The units are designed to
withstand a superimposed load of
10kN/m2 or a retained material
surcharge angle of up to 30° from
the horizontal.

CONSTRUCTION
The embankment to be retained should be
graded to a profile at which it is self
supporting. A suitably designed concrete
foundation should be cast in firm ground at
a depth at which frost/heave is unlikely.
The insitu concrete foundation will need to
be designed on a site specific basis having
due regard to the height of the retaining
wall and the corresponding loadings. In
most situations, the concrete foundation
will require steel reinforcement.
RPC Contracts Ltd are pleased to provide
foundation design advice based on specific
site data.
Rocwall “L” shaped panels are placed onto
the concrete foundation and secured using
the appropriate number of stainless steel
resin grouted anchors.

DELIVERY
Rocwallpanels may be delivered vertically
or horizontally depending upon their
size. Rocwall units should be off - loaded
using purpose designed lifting pins and
slings and stock piled on firm level ground
in the same orientation as they were
delivered. For details of handling and
installation, please ask for a copy of our
Rocwall Installation Guidelines.
Rocwall panels are normally delivered on
articulated lorries in full 25 ton loads. Any
restrictions concerning the size of the
delivery vehicle should be made known at
the time of placing the order.

Different finishes: Rocwall panels are available in a variety of different finishes and colours (please refer to sample swatches above). Please consult our Sales Department for further details: 01824 709102

Case Studies
Wrexham Band Stand
RPC Contracts were approached to provide a small retaining wall to form
the base of a bandstand to which the client was going to attach cladding
depicting the Welsh National Anthem in note form.
RPC proposed that we should produce pre-cast walls as finished articles
which would include the musical notes in relief, in the concrete face.
Following acceptance of our proposals, RPC had the images of the notes
transcribed onto a latex liner which was placed into specially adapted moulds
to produce exactly what the client wanted, but at a fraction of the cost.

Client: Wrexham Borough Council
Main Contractor: K M Construction St Asaph

Conwy Quay
Conwy council wanted to extend the existing harbour facilities and improve
the scour protection to the abutments of the road bridge by increasing the
length of the quay wall. In order to overcome the very poor ground conditions
and satisfy the need to work in tidal conditions, they elected to use a driven
sheet pile, which they would then clad. RPC Contracts designed a pre-cast
concrete panel, faced with natural pitch faced, dressed limestone. The panels
were designed with hook fixings, which were hung on to a series of reinforcing
bars, which had been welded to the sheet pile after installation. The resultant
void was then filled by an in-situ grout to form a composite wall. The panels
were detailed with t & g jointing horizontally for location purposes, and splayed
ends to allow them to be installed to a radius.
The main contractor installed waterproof jointing as work proceeded, including
stop-ends at the end of each shift to allow them to carry out the in-situ pour
for each section before the next tide. Special panels were cast to
accommodate the steps, floating platform and the slipway.
The environment is an aggressive tidal flow in a marine environment. The
panels were dimensioned to coordinate with the size of the dressed stone
required to empathise with the existing environment and designed to withstand
the pull-out forces of not only the panel to pile fixing but also the similar
action on the cast-in dressed stone.

Client: Conwy County Council
Contractor: Mowlem Civil Engineering
Product: Rocwall
Quantity: 600m²

Special Requirements/Details: The environment is an aggressive tidal flow in a marine environment. The
panels were dimensioned to coordinate with the size of the dressed stone required to empathise with the
existing environment and designed to withstand the pull-out forces of not only the panel to pile fixing but
also the similar action on the cast-in dressed stone.

Other Products
RPC Contracts is one of UK’s leading manufacaturers
of high quality precast concrete products for the
construction, environmental and hard landscape sectors.

SPECIALIST CIVIL
ENGINEERING
CONTRACTOR
One of the UK’s leading civil, geotechnical
and environmental engineering contractors,
committed to excellence and customer
satisfaction in all aspects of its operations.

Timbalok Cromford View, Ripley

RPC Contracts provides specialist engineering
and construction services across a wide range
of sectors including commercial, industrial,
house building, infrastructure, marine, highway and environmental.
▪
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▪
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Retaining walls
Slope reinforcement
Environmental engineering
Erosion control
Bespoke problem solving
Acoustic barriers
Marine defence systems

Porcupine

Kriblok

Porcupine is a revolutionary and versatile
concrete block retaining wall system. It needs
no mortar and requires the minimum of plant
and machinery for installation.

Interlocking conncrete crib, gravity retaining
wall system for earth retaining walls up to 10

Timbalok

Chevloc

OUR COMMITMENTS

Interlocking timber crib, gravity retaining wall
system for earth retaining walls up to 10m in
height.

A highly versatile split faced modular precast
concrete block system which permits either
the erection of retaining or free - standing
walls and is easily combined with reinforced
earth systems.

RPC Contracts is committed to protecting
the wellbeing of its staff and of those with
whom they interact.

All Timbalok components are FSC (Forestry
Stewardship Council) Certified.

metre in height.

The company adheres to strict Health and
Safety, Environmental and Quality Assurance
Policies as well as to the ongoing training of
its staff. Details of company policy statements
are available on request.

DEDICATION TO
EXCELLENCE
The company maintains a highly qualified and
experienced workforce that shares a
commitment to satisfaction.
As an owner managed private company, RPC
Contracts is able to provide a highly focused,
solution-driven approach to business. This
together with a positive, “can-do” attiitude
and personal attention to client needs, makes
RPC Contracts unique in civil engineering
contracting.

Chevloc Newcastle Airport

RPC Contracts, Quarryfields, Ruthin, Denbighshire, LL15 2UG, UK
Tel: 01824 709102 Fax: 01824 709105 E-mail: contracts@rpcltd.co.uk
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